To whom it may concern
Dear Sir,
I would like to express my gratitude to St Cuthberth drop in centre otherwise know to myself as
"The Royal Ritz" of Kensington
There are several salient points that should be addressed to the outstanding and excellent service
the manager and staff provide to the welfare of society
A welcoming from the heart and sincere introduction not just lip service
The security is second to none, a pleasant ambience is noted when one arrives. Stephen the
manager, Nick and John provide a gentle place that one can relax. From afar it looks an 'easy' job
they have yet if one is aware and many of the poor soles who come are oblivious of the situation
one will notice that these two gentlemen are on duty monitoring for any disturbances that can
happen with certain cultures who do not understand the civility manners and decorum. Thank
goodness they are over 6 feet tall. They would make good policemen or perhaps the police could
attend training sessions on security
That it is why it is a safe place to visit without fear.
The cleanliness , hygiene, and food in my humble opinion is exceptional. Naseem the chef ( I hope I
have spelt it correctly) is a magician with her culinary skills I can think of no other place where I
would want to eat. Chicken , lamb, fish and seasoned with her special gifts. Fantastic healthy food.
One sees the kitchen and that is rare in a world is not open How many London restaurants can show
off their kitchens
This not an ordinary drop in it is a 5 star energising and giving people their respect back The "Royal
Ritz" of Kensington and I for one hope that the drop in centre receives monetary funds to keep it
going.
I thank all the staff who gives hope to unfortunates
Thanks I will never forget and will support it and champion your names, You guys work hard and do a
great job.
St Cuthberths Centre , Stephen, Nick, Naseem Rosie Tina, and John, Vince
I was lucky finding you
(Name removed for confidentiality reasons)

